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HEIGHT, Wide Track, 4 I'l. !! In. from ground to top of lop-box.
Narrow Track, 4 ft. •; in. from ground to top of inp-box

m. tires, i,y3(,
With 4 1,1. tires, 2,066 lbs.

SHIPPING WRIGHT, VVIili

CAPACITY, I'/-• .vards, water measure.
TIRES, 3 .X YSi or 4 X4^ in.
WllEEl. BASK, •) ft. 7 in.

\\ .A 1S( )N ( )nf .tiul 'l :iril (Irtttliiio WognM ( I.uiio L'miplfil)

(Detailed specifications on pages six and seven.)
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HEIGHT, Wide Track, 5 ft. from ground to top of top-box.
Narrow Track, 5 ft. 2 in. from ground to top of to6-box.

SHIPPING WEIGHT, With 3 in. tires, 2,035 lbs.
With 4 in. tires, 2,165 lbs.

CAPACITY, 2 yards, rounded.
TIRES, 3 X or 4 X 9^ in.

WHEEL BASE, 9 ft, 7 in.
DIVIDED BOX. May be had at small

extra cost with divided flaring up
per box, making wagon convertible
to V/z yard capacity.

W.ATSON Tun-Ynni (Irmlino \V;,u,,„ , | enuplcJ)
(Detailed specifications on pages six and seven.)

Page two

If you like a SHORT dumping wagon—here it is.

HjEIGHT, Wide Track, 4- ft. 10J4 in., ground to top of top-box.
Narrow Track, 4 ft. 11^4 in., ground to top of top-box.

SHIPPING WEIGHT, With 3 in. tires, 1,921 lbs.
With 4 in. tires, 2,051 lbs.

CAPACITY, lJ/2 yards, rounded.
TIRES, 3x^ or 4 x in.
WHEEL BASE, S ft. 6 in.

lu- Slmn Ciiiiplci! W'A rS()N, t)iu' and t)nc-il:d! ^ ard Sl/c

(Detailed specifications on pages six and seven.)
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HEIGHT, Wide Track, 5 ft. 3,'/2 in., ground to top of top-box.
Narrow Track, 5 ft. S'.'j in., ground to top of top-box.

CAPACITY, 2 vards, rounded.
SHIPPING WEIGHT, With 3 in. tires, 2,020 lbs.

With 4 in. tires, 2,150 lbs.

TIRES, 3x4^ or 4x9^ in.
WHEEL BASE, 8 ft. 6 in.
SOLID UPPER BOX. May

with solid flaring upper
slight reduction in cost.

llu' SHt) R 1-Cf )U PLl". 1 un Grading Wagon, with divided
or "double" upper box

(Detailed specificatio.iin pages six and seven.)

I'age four

be had

box at

Height, from ground
to hinge of wing—
narrow track, 5 ft 2
in.; wide track, 5 ft.

Height of extension
upper box, 13 in. on
regular track wagon,
and 11 in. on wide

track.

Weight of extension
upper box, about
165 lbs. •

Additional specifica
tions on pages six
and seven.

W.A1"S().N 1 \Mi ^ ard (irading Wagun. with lunged •.tiaigill e\leiwiuu upper box.
increasing the capacitt to Three h'ards. ( )ne of our strung sellers.
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WATSOX \VA(i()X (iHXKRAL SIMX.'I FICA'1-|(;XS

BODIES. Built of selected, thoroughly air-dried birch. Sideboards and eiidboards have dovetailed joints. Edge.s
of both body and upper box banded with steel to protect from shovels and materials being loaded.

HEIGHT OF WHEELS. Front 3 ft. 1 in., rear 4 ft. 1 in. under tire.

SPOKES. Strictly highest grade second growth white oak, thoroughly seasoned. Front spokes are in. Rear
spokes are ZYi in.

HUBS. Black birfh, heavily banded with steel. Front hubs are 9x12 in.; 12 spokes. Reai' hubs are 9x12. in.;
14 spokes.

RIMS. Strictly highest grade, second growth white oak, clean, tough^stock, riveted alongside each spoke.

AXLES. Steel; solid collar, accurately fitted. On all grading wagons the front axle is 2x10 in.; rear 2^4x10
in. Watson axles are straight. They give maximum strength.

DUMPING E)EVICE. Foot dump. Locking device prevents accidental discharge of the load. Winding lever
always works, and is of the simplest possible design.

WINDING DEVICE. Double shaft; a straight pull on each bottom door separately; bottoms always overlap;
no sagging. Bottoms close tight and stay tight.

CLEARANCE. Six.teen inches after bottoms are down. No other dump wagon has so much clearance. No
stalling on the dump.

TIRES. Best quality Open Hearth steel. All tires are round edged and the stated width is for measurement
on the flat surface. Tires furnished are ^ in. thick.
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TRACK.. All grading wagons may be had in what is known as the "regular" or "wide" track. Regular track
is 4 ft. 10 in. out to out, while wide track is 5 ft. 2 in. out to out. These widths are with 4 in. tires.

SEAT. Elliptic spring. Easy riding.

POLES. Either drop or stiff, with neckyeke, chains, spreaders, or Boston backers, as ordered.

STAY CHAINS. These will be furnished without extra charge," if wanted.

BRAKES. Not standard equipment. May be had at small additional charge. Shipping weight 70 lbs.

LINING. Not standard equipment. May be had at small additional charge in No. 16 Ga. patent leveled sheet
steel. Shipping weight, IJ/^-yard wagons, 135 lbs.; 2-yard wagons, 159 lbs.

WATSONS are many, pounds lighter than most wagons of the same capacity. The scales will prove this.
Yet they have tremendous strength. Every Watson is built strong enough to carry a couple of thousand pounds
more than you can possibly pile on it. The thousands of 8 and 10-year-old Watsons that are still running, prove
that the strength and endurance is there, jriilstms stand the knocks, .^sk any man who uses one.

WATSON WAGONS come either long or short coupled, but they are the only dump wagons built long,
coupled. We supply short coupled wagons whenever preferred, but we recommend long coupled wagons. Long
coupled wagons hold their rated capacity water level, short coupled wagons hold theirs only with a rounded
load. In loading a short coupled wagon with a steam shovel, one load must be dropped on top of the other and
much material spills over the side. In loading with a steam shovel into a long coupled wagon, one load is
dropped in the front and one in the rear, and there is little loss of material. Twelve men can load with shovels
into a long coupled wagon, but eight into a short coupled wagon. The long coupled wagon gets away just
that much sooner. With a long coupled wagon the extra capacity is there when needed. With a short coupled
wagon the rated capacity is absolutely all the wagon \vill hold.
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Page eight

HEIGHT, 4-yd. wagon, ground
to top of flaring upper box, 5
ft. 6 in.; 5-yd. wagon, ground
to top of drop wing, 6 ft.

CAPACITY, 4 yards without
drop wing; Syards with drop
wing.

SHIPPING WEIGHT, 5-yard
wagon, lined, 3,029" lbs.; un-
lined, 2,829 lbs. 4-yard wag
on, lined, 2,829 lbs.; unlined,
2,629 lbs.

TIRES, 4 X^ in. round edge.

WHEEL BASE, 11 ft. 6 in.

AI .S( ).\ Spciial Ash W.igdti

(Detailed specifications on pages six and seven.)

J

W'.AT.SON .SI'KCI.AL .ASH WAGON
q The Watson. Special is the most popular ash wagon made. Originally built on specification for two large
contractors of Greater New York, we have since sold them in all parts of the'world. One big ash contractor has
160 Watsons, another 70, and so on.

q The Watson Special Ash Wagon is reasonably light, but very strong. Will handle enormous amounts of
material in a season. Has. 16 inch clearance with the bottoms do<wn. No stalling on dump. Furnished unlined
unless otherwise ordered. Special canvas cover with brass eyelets and tying ropes at corners furnished when
ordered at small additional charge. Crown ends and ridge-pole standard, but wagon furnished without them
if so ordered. ' .

> (' K C ll- U

BODY. Selected, thoroughly air-dried birch. Edges
of top box protected by steel angles. Width of
body 40J4 inches.

UPPER BOX. Flaring, with special 18 in. extension
rounded end. boards. Center pole for canvas cover.

AXLES. Square steel, solid collar. Front 2J/^ x 10.
Rear 2yi x 10 in. Arched rear axle.

SPOHES. Guaranteed to be strictly highest grade,
second growth white oak. Front wheels 2% in.
Rear wheels 2^ in.

A r 111 \ >

RIMS. Strictly highest grade second growth white
oak; riveted alongside each spoke.

LINING. No. 16 gauge sheet steel (on order only).

TRACK. 5 ft. 2 in. out to out of tires.

SEAT. Easy riding, elliptic springs.

POLE. Stiff, with chains, unless otherwise ordered.

PAINT. Standard Watson four-coat job. Bodies bat
tleship gray. Running gear red.

Page nine



Watsdii Regular Ash Wagon

^ The Watson Regular Ash Wagon is heavier

in construction than the Watson Special and is

mounted on coil spring, both front and rear.

Hinge drop wings give large capacity with ease

of loading. .

S P E (• I F If A r 1 U .\ s

HUBS. Of seasoned black birch, carefully remortised.BODY. Selected, air-dried birch. Heavily ironed.
Lower edges of drop wing and top of flaring box
protected with steel angles.

AXLES. Steel, arched in rear. Front 2x11, rear

254 XIf on if"® 3-yard. On the 4 and 5-yard sizes,
front 254 X11, rear 2H x 11 in.

GEAR. Front gear specially constructed and mounted
with coil springs.

WHEELS. Front 3 ft. 4 in., rear 4 ft. 3 in. 4x^
round edge steel tires.

SPOKES. Strictly highest grade, second growth white
oak. Front 2^ in., rear 2J4 in.

Page ten

Front 9x13, rear 10x13 in.

TRACK. 4 ft. 10 in. out to out of tires on the 3-yard
size, and 5 ft. 2 in. out to out on the 4 and 5-yard
wagons.

TIRES. Round edge. 4 x in-i on flat surface.

POLE. Stiff, with chains, neckyoke, spreader or Bos
ton Backers (little neckyokes), as ordered.

SEAT. Elliptic spring. Easy riding.

WEIGHT. 3-yard ash, 2,585 lbs.; 4-yard ash, 2,780
lbs.; 5-yard ash, 2,980 lbs. These are shipping
weights.

Watson One-Horse Ash \\'agon

Q Built especially for country estates, institu
tions and small villages. Light, strong and good
for years of hard service. 16-inch clearance with

bottoms down—a great convenience in getting
clear after dumping. Capacity—2 yards rounded.
Can be furnished without drop wings and crown
ends in 1 yard or IJ^ yard capacity.

S P F f I F I C

BODY. Selected air-dried birch. Heavily ironed.
AXLES. Straight, 2x10 inches front and rear.

WHEELS. Front's ft. 1 in., rear 4 ft. 1 in. Hubs of
selected birch, carefully remortised and securely
fastened.

WHEEL BASE. 8 ft. 6 in.

SPOKES. Guaranteed to be strictly highest grade,
second growth white oak. 2J4 in. front and rear.

RIMS. Clean, tough, first grade, second growth white

oak. Riveted alongside each spoke.

ATIONS

TIRES. 2J4 XJ4 in round edged steel.
TRACK. 4 ft. 8J4 in. out to out of tire. Furnished

in narrow track only.
CLEARANCE. 16 inches with bottoms down.

DUMP. Foot dump with lock to prevent accidental
discharge of load.

SEAT. Elliptic spring. Easy riding.
WEIGHT. 1,650 pounds in 2-yard capacity.
COVER. Canvas cover supplied at small additional

charge.
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WATSON ASl^HALT WA{,().\

q This is not a grading wagon that has merely
been lined with steel and asbestos. It is a real
asphalt wagon—the only real asphalt wagon on
the market. Heavier hubs, spokes and rims in
wheels. Heavier axles. Longer spindles. Heavy
coil springs, front and rear. Special front spring
gear. Built in 2-yard or 2j4-yard sizes.

s I' E c I I- I f .\ r uu .N s

BODY. Selected, thoroughly air-dried birch, mounted
on coil springs.

LINING. Lined with No. 16 patent leveled sheet
steel, with a heavy layer of asbestos between the
steel' and the wood.

GEAR. Specially constructed spring gear under front
end of wagon.

AXLES. Steel, solid collar. 2-yard, front 2x11 in.,
rear 2^^x11 in.; 2J4 yard, front 2^^x11 in.,
rear lYi x.ll in.

WHEELS. Front 3 ft. 4 in., rear 4 ft 3 in. Hubs of
black birch; front 9x13, 12 spokes; rear 10x13,
14 spokes. Spokes guaranteed to be strictly high
est grade second growth white oak; front 2J4 in.,
rear 2^4 in- Rims of highest grade second growth
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white oak, riveted alongside each spoke.
TIRES. 4 X steel, round edge. Stated width is

for measurement on flat surface.

TRACK. 4 ft. 10 in. out to out.

HEIGHT. 2-yard wagon, to top of upper box S ft.
3 in.; 2k3-yard wagon, to top of upper box 5 ft.
7 in.

CLEARANCE. 19 inches from ground to bed pieces
of bottoms when bottoms are down.

DUMP. Foot dump with lock to prevent accidental
discharge.

POLE. Stiff, with neckyoke, chains, spreaders or
Boston Backers (little neckyokes), as ordered.

WEIGHT. 2-yard size, 2,641 lbs.; 2k2-yard size,
2,762 lbs.

THK WATSON BOTTOM

Q Observe that in a Watson Bottom the bottom brace and

hinge are in one piece. These braces are mortised in the

heavy, hard maple bedpiece (they reach clear through it)

and then bolted. You will, therefore, see that when the

hinges are attached to the side of the body there is an abso

lutely rigid framework, quite independent of the bottom

planks themselves. In other words, a bottom plank may be

removed and another put in its place without in any way
lessening the solidity of the bottom framework. A Watson

bottom cannot be battered out of shape, as is the case with

bottoms of steel plate. The photograph shows why. Notice

that heavy steel plates project from the edges of the bot

toms, overlapping when closed. Watson bottoms always overlap when drawn up. In fact, the first
overlapping bottoms ever put on a dumping wagon were on a Watson. The chains which close the
bottoms travel inside the three chain guides shown on the bedpiece. The peculiar curve of the "elbow"
on the Watson bottom hinge serves to pitch the bottom out and away from the sideboard when
dumped. This gives the load the full benefit of the entire inside width of the body when dropping.
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TUl- W'ATSOX DOCBLl*; SflAF'l' WIXDIXC; 1)1-A'KA-.

Q Keeps both bottom doors closed absolutely
tight. Each bottom is hung on a separate chain.
When the winding device is operated both bottoms
travel together, one slightly in advance of the
other, until both are three-fourths closed. Then
the driver puts the pull first on one until it is
closed, then—by a slight
switch on the lever—on

the other. The doors close

absolutely tight. There
can be no slack chain, no
sagging of bottoms, no
opening of the overlap
ping joint. The bottoms
are leak-proof. And they
stay so. Dry sand, mixed

concrete, and similar material can be carried without loss. Other dump
wagons have eveners. No other wagon has this patented double shaft
winding device. A great step forward in dump wagon construction.

Page fourteen

A FROXT KXl) THAT LASTS

^ Cutunder brace, made from solid bar of steel-
4i/^ in. wide and in. tbick; reaches 8 in. back
of first bottom hinge. You never see a Watson
sagging in front. It can t.

^ Inside front braces are very powerful and

securely fastened. The big brace is made from a

solid piece of steel. No wonder Watson bodies

keep their shape under the hardest kind of service

and heaviest loads.
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WHY WATSONS IXXNT STALL ()l\ THK DLMI'

Page sixteen

Q The cut on this page shows a rear view of "the
Watson with bottoms open. Notice that there is si.x-
teen inches clearance after the bottoms are down. No
other dump wagon has such a big clearance as this.
Few dumping wagons have even half the clearance of
a Watson.

^ You never see a Watson stalled on the dump. A
Watson gets away from the load quickly and easily,
where other wagons stall the team time and again.
To prove this, just watch any other wagon dump a
load; then watch a Watson do the same thing. You
will be promptly convinced. There is no stalling with
the Watson.

Q The Watson bottoms always overlap when closed.
They come up tight, and stay tight. No slack chain.
No sagging. All this is accomplished by the famous

Watson double shaft winding device. There is no equalizer on the latest Watsons. None is needed.
There is no fussy device on the back end of a Wat;on. Nothing to get out of order.

•SI DKROARIji.S A.\I) KNDS DOVFTAILED

^ The sides and ends of a dumping wagon are so wide it is impossible
to buy hardwood lumber so that a single piece will make a side or end.
It therefore is necessary to fasten two pieces together edgewise. Others
use various methods for joining them. Some use dowel pins; some
corrugated fasteners; others a tongue joint; while still others just let
the side irons span both pieces.
^ The Watson way is to use a dovetail joint. A huge dovetailing
machine—the largest in the country and costing $6,000.00—cuts the
dovetail, applies the, glue and slips the two pieces together. No weather
can pull such a joint apart. You will never see a big crack opening up
in the ends or sides of Watson Wagons.

^ Without doubt the evener shown here is the strongest to be had on any dump wagon. Notice the
way it is reinforced by the heavy rod running from end to- end. To break the evener on a straight
pull is practically impossible.
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Stiff Pole with Chains, Spreader Bar and Boston Backers

A

Neckyoke and Boston Backers

Neckyoke on either Stiff or Loose Pole
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TKAM I'O.LK H(Jl'1 IVM KNT

Q The style of pole known as "stiff" remains

in a practically stationary position, at all
times. It is generally used in cities, where

there are paved streets, or smooth roadways
with few rough or uneven places.

^ The style of pole known as "loose" or

"drop" is so constructed that it can move up
and down as the team travels over rough or

uneven places in the road. This style of

pole is generally used in country districts

where the roads are rough; or for e.xcavation,

road-making, or any rough contract work.

On such work a loose pole is much easier on

the horses' necks. The various pole equip

ments are shown here.

ti

W.ATSON WHEEl.S

^ We build our own wheels. Hubs are of selected birch,

thoroughly seasoned. All mortises must measure to a steel

gauge. Edges are chiseled off by' hand to insure an abso

lutely tight fit for the shoulder of the spoke. The spokes

are driven in with a'power hammer with absolute accuracy.

Spokes are of strictly highest grade second growth white

oak, the cream of the output of five of the largest spoke

producers in the country. Every spoke is inspected before

being used. It .is a fact that we have rejected spokes later

sold to other factories. They were not bad spokes at that—

but not good enough for Watson. Watson rims are thor

oughly seasoned, and then riveted alongside each spoke.

Watson Wheels endure.
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ABOUT LUMBER

Every foot of birch for Watson bodies is air-dried right in our own yards at least one year for

every inch in thickness. Only high-grade stock is bought, and the lumber inspection is very rigid as
many a lumberman and salesman will testify. All of the several hundred lumber piles are numbered,

and a careful record is kept of the age, source of origin and condition of each pile. This protects you

as well as us. We could put in a big dry-kiln; do away with our stock of over two million feet of

lumber; hustle the green lumber through the kiln—and save a lot of money. As a result you would

get a poor wagon. If we did that, a Watson body wouldn't be much better than any other make.

PAIN'lMNCt WATSON.S

^ It is worth any man's while to know what kind of paint is used on his dump wagons, and how

it is put there. We use absolutely pure-white lead, pure linseed oil, and real turpentine, in Watson

paint. Every Watson gets four coats of paint: a priming coat, body coat, color coat, and varnish.

All of these are applied by hand with a brush. There is no dipping in the Watson, factory, although

dipping is a common practice in many wagon plants. An important point is that the first or priming

coat on a Watson is applied before the body is assembled, so that every joint, crevice, and end is

protected. The usual custom is to begin painting the wagon after assembling.
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NN'ATSOX M'AGONS IN TRAIN

WATSON WAGONS-in train behind a
tractor provide the cheapest way to move

material, when there's any considerable amount
to be moved.

They provide lowest initial cost at any given
hauling capacity. You have a much smaller
investment to make than if you buy motor trucks
capable of moving the same amount of material.

They depreciate much slower than motor truck
equipment.

They provide low upkeep cost. There is but
one motor to get out of order to 10 to 20 yards
hauling capacity.

They give very much less trouble than motor
truck equipment. If the tractor e\cr does buck,
just slip team poles into the wagons and use

them with horses. The dirt moves along just
the same. No other equipment offers the same
He.xibility in use.

They provide a very speedy way to move ma
terials, for while the tractor does not move as
fast as a motor truck, it pulls a great deal more
material with each load.

The\ will pull into anything, through any
thing and out of anything almost as well as an
army tank. Go many places no motor truck
can go.

For all around hauling there's nothing quite
equal to Watson Wagons hauled in train behind
a tractor. \Ve will gladl\ sup|)ly the names of
maiw successful users.

I'age IwLMily-one



'I'HK WATSON TRAIN HITCI

Q The pictures on this page show how simple

•it is to couple the Watson Train Hitch. Simply
lift the hook shown -in the^ picture at the right
and catch as shown in .picture below. The chain

bears all the pulling strain and the wagons fol

Page twenty-two

low perfectly together, with no swaying from
the track even over the roughest ground. But
two minutes are required to replace to train
hitch with a team pole. No other equipment
offers such flexibility.

* «

< >

t t

LO W-C()S'l" TI A V LAG K

^ Picture at the right shows Watson
Wagons in Train used by H. O. Firor of

Baltimore on the big Baltimore "Stadium"
job. Mr. Firor moved 1,710 yards of dirt

in 10 three-yard Watsons in a 13-hour

day. Write us for names of other large

users of Watson Wagons in train.

^ Picture at left shows Watson Wagon
hitched to a Fordson Tractor with a Wat

son Fordson Hitch. This is a mighty effi

cient combination that is growing in favor.

Send for special circular giving details.
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J'nge rweiitN'-fniir

^ The Watson Factory every year

turns out more dump wagons

than any other factory in the world.

Any Watson user can tell you why.

<3

n

{?>

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

10

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ORDERING

Give capacity of wagon desired.

Give wheel base desired, i. e., whether long or short coupled.
State whether you want 3-inch or 4-inch tires.
State whether you want a narrow or wide track.

Indicate the team pole equipment desired. (See page 18.)

Indicate if you'want brake equipment. (Small extra charge.)

Regular specifications for painting grading wagons are red gear and green body.
Special colors at extra prices.

Indicate. in either regular wagons or in ash wagons if you want steel lining.
(Small extra charge.)

In ash wagons indicate if you want equipped with crown ends and ridge pole.
(No e.xtra charge.)
In ash wagon indicate if you want canvas cover. (Small extra charge.)

FREIGHT LOADING: Eight IJ^-yard or 2-yard regular wagons, long or short
coupled, can be loaded into a 36-foot enclosed car; 10 in a 40-foot car. Ash
wagons are shipped on 40-foot flat cars, 4 to a car.

S. D. 204
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. , GUARA]N[TEE :-^6 ,
If any part of these wagons shall break on account of de
fect in material or workmanship, within one year .from

' date of shipment, we .will, upon receipt of such liarts,
ship other parts to replace same free of charge.

V Office and PactOrySVv/xan-c;'»c. . -.rr.' V.
- •• CANA^QT^^NrY.v''442r.^ ^,.^256'Brcttdway, NEWYORK"CITYVvC\"'^^
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